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EzyRings Reporting System

Report Designer
EzyRings has a customisable reporting system with a rich set of reportable
values. A number of A4 and A3 reporting templates are supplied which you
modify to suite your particular needs.
To begin select the report designer from the EzyRings menu as shown.

If you have previously created a report it will be shown under the reports
section otherwise only report templates will be available in the tree view.
Select either an existing report to modify or select a report template by
double clicking on the name.
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Company Header
When you initially setup you must first create a report header which is then
used for all report definitions. Select the modify company header checkbox
on the Report Designer form as shown and complete the details for your
company header.
Note that there are two styles of company logo position to cater for squarish
or long logos.
When defining colours EzyRings will automatically lookup the closest pen
number from your defined Surpac pen palette.

The general report settings at the bottom of the form will normally not need
to be modified. These are options for non-English speaking sites.
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The Value Browser

On several areas in the Report Designer are instances of the value browser.
The value browser allows you to select an item of information to be reported
into the title block of your report. Information may relate to the stope, drive,
ring, holes, charges, rig, and plot.

A value browser appears on the form as depicted above. To invoke the value
browser click on the arrow icon to the right of the widget. When the popup
window appears select the value type that you require along with the
number of decimal places to use. Select -1 for non-numeric value types like
“stope name”. The table below describes all the current value types.
Value
scale
stope name
drive name
ring name
drive area
designed metres
drilled metres
charged metres
burden
density
element
ring dump
ring bearing

ring number of
holes

Description
The plot scale.
The stope name.
The name of the drive.
The name of the ring.
The area of the drive in square metres.
The total length of all holes in metres.
The total drilled or actual length of all holes in metres.
The total length of all charges in metres.
The burden value of the ring. This is usually the distance to the next
ring section.
The density / specific gravity value of the ring.
The primary element (ie gold) grade value of the ring.
The raw dump value of the ring expressed in decimal degrees. The
angle is measured counter clockwise with zero degrees orientated to
the left.
The ring bearing value of the ring expressed in decimal degrees. Also
known as the plane angle or azimuth. The angle is measured
clockwise with zero degrees orientated north.
The total number of holes in this ring.
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reference point X
reference point Y
reference point Z
stope area
rock volume
rock mass
break area
break volume
break mass
explosive volume
explosive mass
powder factor on
volume
powder factor on
mass
tonnes per metre
tonnes per metre
drilled
hole Id
pivot Id
hole length
hole breakthrough
hole diameter
hole dump
hole dip

hole bearing
hole status
hole enabled
hole rods
collar distance to
floor
collar distance to
reference point
collar distance to
last collar
collar distance to
left wall
collar distance to
right wall
collar distance to
closest wall

The X coordinate value of the rings reference point.
The Y coordinate value of the rings reference point.
The Z coordinate value of the rings reference point.
The area of the stope section in square metres.
The volume of the stope in cubic metres. Calculated as stope area
multiplied by the ring burden value.
The rock mass is calculated as the rock volume multiplied by the
density value of the ring.
The indicated break area of the ring. This is an interpreted shape that
provides an indication of the broken rock area after the ring is fired.
The break volume is calculated as the indicated break area multiplied
by the burden value of the ring.
The break mass is calculated as the break volume multiplied by the
specific gravity value of the primary element being mined.
The explosive volume is total volume of all charges used in the ring.
The explosive mass is total explosive mass of all charges in the ring.
Powder factor on volume is calculated as the explosive mass divided
by the break volume.
Powder factor on mass is calculated as the explosive mass divided by
the break mass.
Tonnes per metre is the break mass divided by the total length of all
holes in the ring.
Tonnes per metre drilled is the break mass divided by the total drilled
or actual length of all holes in the ring.
The hole ID.
The pivot ID.
The length of the hole in metres.
The break-through status of the hole. Either ticked/yes or
unticked/no.
The hole diameter expressed in metres. Note that if the hole diameter
is used outside of the holes table section of the plot then only the
diameter of the first hole of the ring is used.
The dump value for the hole. This will be the same as the ring dump
value unless the ring viewing direction as been reversed in which case
it will be 180 subtract the raw dump value.
The raw dip angle for the hole. Raw dip angles are measure clockwise
with zero degrees orientated upwards. Note that if the ring view
direction is reversed then the angle is expressed as 360 subtract the
raw angle.
The hole bearing value. This is the same as the ring bearing value.
The status description of the hole.
The enabled status of the hole. Ticked on to be drilled. Note that if the
holes enabled status is false then the hole is not considered for any
calculations or drawing.
The number of rods required for the hole expressed in metres.
The distance of the collar to the drive floor. Calculated as the vertical
distance from the collar to the lowest point on the floor.
The distance of the collar to the reference point. Calculated as the
actual distance between the points.
The distance between collars. Note the first collar in the ring will have
a value of zero.
The distance of the collar to the left wall of the drive. Note that
intersection point on the wall is taken at half the drive height to
provide a meaningful result.
The distance of the collar to the right wall of the drive. Note that
intersection point of the wall is taken at half the drive height to
provide a meaningful result.
The distance of the collar to the closest wall of the drive. Note that
intersection point of the wall is taken at half the drive height to
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collar distance to
pivot
pivot distance to
left wall
pivot distance to
right wall
pivot distance to
closest wall
pivot distance to
reference point
hole drilled shift
date
hole drilled shift
hole drilled rig
hole drilled bt
hole drilled
metres
hole drilled
variance
hole number of
charges
charge from
charge to
charge explosive
charge length
charge sequence
charge delay
charge primers

charge explosive
mass
hole charged
number of
charges
hole charged
shift date
hole charged
shift
hole charged
depth from
hole charged
depth to
hole charged
explosive
hole charged
delay
hole charged
primers
hole charged
sequence no
hole charged bt
rig name

provide a meaningful result.
The distance of the collar to the pivot point.
The distance of the pivot point to the left wall of the drive. Note that
intersection point of the wall is taken at half the drive height to
provide a meaningful result.
The distance of the pivot point to the right wall of the drive. Note that
intersection point of the wall is taken at half the drive height to
provide a meaningful result.
The distance of the pivot to the closest wall of the drive. Note that
intersection point of the wall is taken at half the drive height to
provide a meaningful result.
The distance of the pivot point to the rings reference point.
The date the hole was drilled.
The shift that drilled the hole, ie day shift, night shift.
The drilling rig that was used to drill the hole.
Whether the drilled hole had a break through.
The actual length of the drilled hole.
The difference between the designed length of the hole and the actual
drilled length. Positive values indicate the hole was drilled longer while
negative values indicate the hole was shorter than designed.
The number of charge segments applied to the hole
The start position of the charge measured from the hole collar.
The end position of the charge measured from the hole collar.
The explosive type used for the charge.
The length of the charge.
The delay in milliseconds to be applied to the charge.
The sequence number of the charge.
The primer / detonator positions in the charge. The charge may have
a number of primers which are comma separated. A system setting
determines if primer positions are measures from the hole toe or
collar.
The explosive mass of the charge. Calculated as the charge volume
multiplied by the specific gravity value of the explosive.
The number of charge segments actually used when charging the hole.
The date the hole was charged.
The shift that charged the hole, ie day shift, night shift.
The starting depth for the charge.
The ending depth for the charge.
The explosive type used in the charge.
The primer delay for the charge.
The actual primer positions used when charging.
The sequence number assigned to the charge.
Whether the hole being charged has broken through.
The name of the rig.
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rig dump type
rig dip type
rig laser offset
distance
rig rod length
rig dump angle
rig dip angle
custom function
no value

The method used by the rig to measure the dump angle.
The method used by the rig to measure the hole dip angle.
The laser offset value for the rig.
The rod length value for the rig.
The dump angle for the rig. Note that this is raw dump angle
converted to a rig angle as described by the rig dump measurement
method.
The hole dip angle for the rig. Note that this is raw dip angle converted
to a rig angle as described by the rig dip measurement method.
Execute a custom function to produce a value for reporting. Please see
the documentation regarding writing custom ring value functions for
further information.
No value is required in this position. This will leave blank space on the
plot in the designated position.
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Ring Reports (Drill & Charge Plans)
Overview
A ring or charge report is broken into a number of sections as shown in the
example below.

The Report Designer interface is broken into a number of sections that
correspond to the sections of the report as described above. Each section
will provide options to modify and customise the report to suite your
requirements and preferences.
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General Tab
The general section allows you to change the name and description of the
report along with the colour for lines drawn on the title block. Do not modify
the plot size as the original template is designed to either A4 or A3 size.

Report Name
Report description
Plot Size
Colour for title block lines
Pen

The name to save the report as, ie Charging
A brief description for the report
Do not change as the template is designed for a
particular page size
Colour to draw title block lines
EzyRings will automatically select the closest pen to the
colour selected
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Report Header
The report header section permits you to change the actual text that
appears in the report header and the date format to use.

Report headings
Report label
Report name
Date label
Date format

Select the font details, height and colour to use for the
report heading
The text to use for the report label, ie Report
The name of the report to appear on the report
The text to use for the date label, ie Date
Select the date format to use
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Ring Details
The Ring details section of the report provides for 9 sections of information
pertaining to the ring. If you do not require all 9 positions to be filled leave
the label blank and set the value browser to “no value”. This will leave a
blank area in the title block.

Ring labels
Ring data values
Label
Data value / decimals

Select the font details, height and colour to use for the
information labels, ie Stope
Select the font details, height and colour to use for the
information labels, ie burden
The text used to describe the information to be printed
Using the value browser select the information required
and the number of decimal places to use
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Holes Table
The holes table section allows you to design the headings, content, and
column widths for the table containing the drill hole / charge data.
Note at the bottom of the form buttons to insert and remove columns. The
table outline displayed is updated as your modify it.
Also note the total width of your currently defined columns is shown against
the available width of the report. You must ensure these values match after
designing the table.
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Hole table headings
Hole table content
No. Heading Lines
Merge heading

Column heading
Column value

Column width (cm)
Alignment

Select the heading alignment in the column along with
the font details, height and colour to use for the headings
of the table
Select the font details, height and colour to use for the
content in the table
The hole table can have 1 or 2 heading lines
When using 2 heading lines the top line for the particular
column can be merged to the next column. See above
example where columns 3 to 10 are merged with a
common heading; “Charge”. The column that begins the
merge contains the text for the heading.
The heading text for the column. When using 2 heading
lines then the second text entry box will be active for the
second line of the heading.
Using the value browser select the information required
and the number of decimal places to use for this
particular column. If you require a blank column for the
driller to fill out set the value browser to “no value”
Enter the width in centimetres for the column. Note the
total of all columns at the bottom of the form. You will be
notified if you exceed the total with available,
Select how you would like the data positioned in the
column, either centred or left
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Notes Section
Special notes can be included onto the report at print time. These can be
selected from a list of predefined notes or simply typed into the Reports
Centre when generating the report (see Reports Centre for further
information)
Up to 6 lines can be reserved for additional notes to be included onto the
report. If you do not require a notes section set the number of notes to 0.

Note font styles
Notes section heading label
Number of lines for notes

Select the font details, height and colour to use for the
notes added to the report at printing time. An example
note maybe “Primers measured from toe”
Enter the text for the section heading, ie “Notes:”
You can select between 0 and 6 lines for notes on your
report. Selecting 0 will eliminate the notes section from
the report. The holes table section will be given space not
required for the notes section
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Approvals Section
The approvals section is for specific position holders, (eg Senior Engineer) to
sign to indicate approval of the drill/ charge plan. Up to 9 approval titles
can be included. The approval titles can be spaced on each line by setting
the number per line at 1, 2, or 3. If you do not require an approvals section
set the number of approvals to 0.

Approvals font styles
Approvals section heading
label
Number of approvals /
signatures required
Approvals per line

Approval titles

Select the font details, height and colour to use for the
approval names. For example “Snr Engineer”
Enter the text for the section heading, ie “APPROVALS:”
or “SIGNATURES”
You can select between 0 and 9 approvals. Selecting 0
will eliminate the approvals section from the report.
Enter the number of lines to allocate for the approvals.
As an example if you have 4 approvals and allocate 2
lines then the first and second approvals would be on
line one with the third and forth on line 2.
Enter the text for each job title which must approve the
design
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Plot Details
The plot details section allows for 7 bits of information to be included onto
the report. The intention of this section is that it contains details relating to
the plot drawing such as scale, bearing, etc. If you do not require all 7
positions to be filled leave the label blank and set the value browser to “no
value”. This will leave a blank area in the title block.

Labels
Ring data values
Label & Data value /Decimals

Select the font details, height and colour to use for the
labels of the data values
Select the font details, height and colour to use for the
actual data vales
Enter the label text and using the value browser select
the information required and the number of decimal
places to use. If you want a blank space set the value
browser to “no value”
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Dump Indicator
At present the dump indicator section only has an option for the title of the
section. Further options may be added in the future.

Dip Indication
At present the dip indicator only has an option for the title of the section.
Further options may be added in the future.

Overview Plan
At present the overview plan section has no customisable settings. Further
options may be added in the future.

Plot Drawing
The plot drawing section defines what is drawn onto the drawing space of
the report. Select the information to be drawn by selecting the appropriate
checkboxes.
Note that the drawing styles (line types, symbols, colours, etc) are defined in
the EzyRings configuration section. There are a larger number of drawing
styles available and you can also define your own custom Surpac plot
entities to draw features on the plot. A discussion on setting drawing styles
follows later in this document.
The name of the drilling drive and stope can be included on the plot. Use the
checkboxes at the bottom of the form to turn these features on or off. The
labels by default are placed at the centroid of the drive or stope. You can
offset this position by specifying offsets (in metres) from the centroid.
Negative X offset to move the label left and positive X offset to move the label
right. Negative Y offset to move the label up or positive Y offset to move the
label down.
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Text and Images
Constant text can be inserted into fixed positions on the plot, ie “PLAN NOT
VALID UNTIL APPROVED”. Specify the text and the position on the plot
along with text attributes. The position is measured in centimetres (cm) from
the bottom left corner of the title block. Right click on the table to add or
remove rows.
Pictures from image files like jpeg, gif, png, etc can be included onto the
plot, ie a caution symbol. Specify the image file along with the position on
the plot and the width and height. Position, width, and height are measured
in centimetres (cm). The image position is measured from the bottom left
corner of the title block. Right click on the table to add or remove rows.
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Drive Reports (Collar Markup Plan)
Overview
The collar markup report shows the rings laid out in plan view. There are a
number of options for what is drawn on the plot such as laser lines, ring
lines, collar & pivot positions. A string file for survey to markup can also be
produced when the collar markup report is run. The survey markup file also
has options on what to include such as sequence of collars & toes, ring
plane, and pivots.
There are two basic templates for the collar markup, complex and simple.
Examples Follow:
Complex Collar Markup

The complex style contains a strip title block similar to the ring / charge
plan reports. With this style you can customise the information and layout
to suite the requirements of the mine. Each section is described in detail
following.
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Collar Markup Simple

The simple style contains a standard title block that can be anchored to any
corner of the plot. When the report is run a form will appear allowing the
entry of two lines for the plot title.
A third style can also be made were your provide your own title block. You
can place any number of prompts in the title block and a form containing
these prompts will appear when you run the report.
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Including Additional Strings & Create Survey Markup
When the collar markup report is run through the Reports Centre a form
will appear as shown. This is to allow you to input the title block description
(only for simple style), and include additional level files onto the plot to show
floor strings. You also nominate whether to create a survey markup string
file and name it.

Line 1,2, & 3
String filename
String
Plot style
Colour
Pen
Reverse laser lines
Create survey markup file
Use custom drawing styles

Only used form collar markup simple style. Enter the
description to appear in the title block of the report.
Optional input used to include data from a string file
onto the plot. Usually this would be a level file to show
the floor outline.
Enter the string number or range of strings from the file
to include.
Enter the Surpac plot entity used to draw the string(s) on
the plot.
Enter the colour to draw the string with
EzyRings will automatically select the closest pen to the
colour selected
Not usually used!. On occasions geometry will cause
laser lines to be placed on the wrong side of the ring.
Check this option to force the lines to the opposite side.
Select to create the survey markup string file. The default
name can be changed as well
Select only if you which to change the default drawing
styles for the survey markup file
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General Tab
The general section allows you to change the name and description of the
report along with the colour for lines drawn on the title block. Do not modify
the plot size as the original template is designed to either A4 or A3 size.

Report Name
Report description
Plot Size
Colour for title block lines
Pen

The name to save the report as, ie Collar Markup
A brief description for the report
Do not change as the template is designed for a
particular page size
Colour to draw title block lines
EzyRings will automatically select the closest pen to the
colour selected
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Title block style
Title block corner
cm (total width for the title
block)
Your title block

Do not change as the template is designed for either
complex or simple. If you are using your own title block
start with the simple template and then set to Custom
Only for simple style. Select corner to place the title in
Only for simple style. Enter the width in cm for the title
block
Custom style only. Select your title block from the list

Report Header
The report header section permits you to change the actual text that
appears in the report header and the date format to use.

Report headings
Report label
Report name
Date label
Date format

Select the font details, height and colour to use for the
report heading
The text to use for the report label, ie Report
The name of the report to appear on the report
The text to use for the date label, ie Date
Select the date format to use
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Drive Details
The Drive details section of the report provides for 6 sections of information
pertaining to the drive. If you do not require all 6 positions to be filled leave
the label blank and set the value browser to “no value”. This will leave a
blank area in the title block.

Drive labels
Drive data values
Label
Data value / decimals

Select the font details, height and colour to use for the
information labels, ie Stope
Select the font details, height and colour to use for the
data values, ie burden
The text used to describe the information to be printed
Using the value browser select the information required
and the number of decimal places to use
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Rings Table
The rings table section allows you to design the headings, content, and
column widths for the table containing the ring data.
Note at the bottom of the form buttons to insert and remove columns. The
table outline displayed is updated as your modify it.
Also note the total width of your currently defined columns is shown against
the available width of the report. You must ensure these values match after
designing the table.
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Ring table headings
Ring table content
No. Heading Lines
Merge heading
Column heading
Column value

Column width (cm)
Alignment
Last row

Select the heading alignment in the column along with
the font details, height and colour to use for the headings
of the table
Select the font details, height and colour to use for the
content in the table
The hole table can have 1 or 2 heading lines
When using 2 heading lines the top line for the particular
column can be merged to the next column. The column
that begins the merge contains the text for the heading.
The heading text for the column. When using 2 heading
lines then the second text entry box will be active for the
second line of the heading.
Using the value browser select the information required
and the number of decimal places to use for this
particular column. If you require a blank column for the
driller to fill out set the value browser to “no value”
Enter the width in centimetres for the column. Note the
total of all columns at the bottom of the form. You will be
notified if you exceed the total with available,
Select how you would like the data positioned in the
column, either centred or left
You have the option to set the last row in a column to be
either Blank, Count, or Total. Blank will leave the last
row of the column blank. Count will count all items in
the column, ie if there where 10 rings then the count will
be 10. Total will add all values in the column to provide a
total amount.
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Notes Section
Special notes can be included onto the report at print time. These can be
selected from a list of predefined notes or simply typed into the reports
centre when generating the report (see reports centre for further
information)
Up to 6 lines can be reserved for additional notes to be included onto the
report. If you do not require a notes section set the number of notes to 0.

Note font styles
Notes section heading label
Number of lines for notes

Select the font details, height and colour to use for the
notes added to the report at printing time. An example
note maybe “Laser lines at 1.6m”
Enter the text for the section heading, ie “Notes:”
You can select between 0 and 6 lines for notes on your
report. Selecting 0 will eliminate the notes section from
the report. The holes table section will be given space not
required for the notes section
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Approvals Section
The approvals section is for specific position holders, (eg Senior Engineer) to
sign to indicate approval of the collar markup plan. Up to 9 approval titles
can be included. The approval titles can be spaced on each line by setting
the number per line at 1, 2, or 3. If you do not require an approvals section
set the number of approvals to 0.

Approvals font styles
Approvals section heading
label
Number of approvals /
signatures required
Approvals per line

Approval titles

Select the font details, height and colour to use for the
approval names. For example “Snr Engineer”
Enter the text for the section heading, ie “APPROVALS:”
or “SIGNATURES”
You can select between 0 and 9 approvals. Selecting 0
will eliminate the approvals section from the report.
Enter the number of lines to allocate for the approvals.
As an example if you have 4 approvals and allocate 2
lines then the first and second approvals would be on
line one with the third and forth on line 2.
Enter the text for each job title which must approve the
design
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Plot Drawing
The plot drawing section defines what is drawn onto the drawing space of
the report. Select the information to be drawn by selecting the appropriate
checkboxes.
Note that the drawing styles (line types, symbols, colours, etc) are defined in
the EzyRings configuration section. There are a larger number of drawing
styles available and you can also define your own custom Surpac plot
entities to draw features on the plot. A discussion on setting drawing styles
follows later in this document.
A plot grid can be included by selecting the plot grid checkbox. You must
provide the grid interval distance to use for the grid.
An option exists to either trim laser and grid lines to the floor outline or
simply extend them by a nominated distance either side from the reference
line.
A string file for survey markup can also be produced when the collar
markup report is run. You can nominate under the Survey Markup Features
section which additional features are required for survey to markup the
rings. Example survey markup string file:
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Plot Drawing
Include a plot grid
Grid Interval
Trim laser/ring lines to floor
outline
Extend laser/ring lines from
the refline by
Collars & Toes
Pivot markup points
Ring plane box

Select the features to be plotted on the report
Select to include a plot grid onto the report
Nominate the appropriate grid interval distance
Select to trim laser and ring lines to the floor outline
Select to extend laser and ring lines a nominated
distance either side of the reference line
Select to include a string of collar toe sequences for each
ring into the survey markup string file
Select to include adjusted pivot markup points into the
survey markup string file. The adjusted pivot point is the
pivot point moved so it is parallel with the reference point
Select to include a string indicating the ring plane for
each ring into the survey markup string file
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Text and Images
Constant text can be inserted into fixed positions on the plot, ie “PLAN NOT
VALID UNTIL APPROVED”. Specify the text and the position on the plot
along with text attributes. The position is measured in centimetres (cm) from
the bottom left corner of the title block. Right click on the table to add or
remove rows.
Pictures from image files like jpeg, gif, png, etc can be included onto the
plot, ie a caution symbol. Specify the image file along with the position on
the plot and the width and height. Position, width, and height are measured
in centimetres (cm). The image position is measured from the bottom left
corner of the title block. Right click on the table to add or remove rows.
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Stope Reports
Overview
A number of stope report templates are provided as follows
·
·
·
·

Stope summary Designed
Stope summary charged
Scheduling Report
Designed versus drilled metres

Using the value browser to select items to report on, you can create any
number of reports specific to the mines requirements from these four
templates as the start point. Stope reports are created as Excel
spreadsheets. Note that the Excel interface requires the Surpac V6.7 or
later.
Stope reports are broken into the following sections

.
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General Tab
The general section allows you to change the name and description of the
report.

Report Name
Report description

The name to save the report as, ie Collar Markup
A brief description for the report
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Report Header
The report header section permits you to change the actual text that
appears in the report header and the date format to use.

Report headings
Report label
Report name
Date label
Date format

Select the font details, height and colour to use for the
report heading
The text to use for the report label, ie Report
The name of the report to appear on the report
The text to use for the date label, ie Date
Select the date format to use
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Sub Heading
The sub heading section of the report allows you to assign heading
information when the stope and/or drive changes when processing
information from the database. You can assign fixed text of use the following
special syntax (available from the drop down list)
·
·
·
·
·
·

<stope_name>
<drive_name>
<ring_name>
<stope_name><drive_name>
<stope_name><drive_name><ring_name>
<drive_name><ring_name>

Where
<stope_name> is replaced by the actual stope name at report time
<drive_name> is replaced by the actual drive name at report time
<ring_name> is replaced by the actual ring name at report time

Sub heading
Heading label
Sub heading

Select the font details, height and colour to use for the
sub heading
Enter any prefix text for the sub heading
Select the required naming convention or enter fixed text
for your sub heading
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Table Details
The table details section allows you to design the headings and content for
the table containing the data. Note at the bottom of the form buttons to
insert and remove columns. The table outline displayed is updated as your
modify it. Column widths are adjusted automatically to fit the data.

Table headings
Table content
No. Heading Lines
Merge heading
Column heading
Column value
Alignment
Last row

Select the heading alignment in the column along with the font
details, height and colour to use for the headings of the table
Select the font details, height and colour to use for the content in
the table
The table can have 1 or 2 heading lines
When using 2 heading lines the top line for the particular column
can be merged to the next column. The column that begins the
merge contains the text for the heading.
The heading text for the column. When using 2 heading lines then
the second text entry box will be active for the second line of the
heading.
Using the value browser select the information required and the
number of decimal places to use for this particular column. If you
require a blank column set the value browser to “no value”
Select how you would like the data positioned in the column,
either centred, left, or right
You have the option to set the last row in a column to be either
Blank, Count, or Total. Blank will leave the last row of the column
blank. Count will count all items in the column. Total will add all
values in the column to provide a total amount.
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Drawing Styles (lines, symbols, colours, etc)
EzyRings uses the configuration details to determine how draw lines and
symbols. The configuration items are used by both the reporting system and
the database viewer to maintain consistency. Most items can be found
under the system settings menu and explosive styles under the Explosive
settings menu.
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System Configuration
The system configuration allows many of EzyRings settings to be adjusted.
These settings are used throughout the design, database, and reporting
functions.

Hole Ids
Element Settings
Break Area Settings
Name
Line Style
Width
Colour
Plot Pen
Fill Style
Fill Colour
Plot Pen
Custom Style

Select either letters or numbers for hole ids
Nominate the density attribute name and primary attribute (what
are you mining). Burden should not be changed
Set the system wide break area interpretations
The name of the feature. Read only
The style to draw the line with. The drop down list contains a
number of line styles. Set to none if you don not want the feature
drawn
The width to draw the line in. Measured in millimetres.
The colour used to draw the line
EzyRings will automatically select the closest pen to the colour
selected.
If the feature is a closed polygon you can nominate a fill style to
draw it with. Nominate any standard Surpac fill style or select
none to leave the feature inside blank
The colour to use for the fill style
EzyRings will automatically select the closest pen to the colour
selected.
See section below on custom plotting styles
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Name
Symbol
Width
Colour
Plot Pen
Custom Style
Charge
Symbol
Width
Charge colours

The name of the feature. Read only
If the feature is single point (not a polygon) select the symbol to
represent in from the drop down list.
Enter the width of the symbol in millimetres
The colour to draw the symbol in
EzyRings will automatically select the closest pen to the colour
selected.
See section below on custom plotting styles
Select the symbol to use for the start and end of a charge. Note
that on the start of charge the symbol is unfilled and on the end
of charge the symbol in filled.
Enter the width of the symbol in millimetres
Charge colours a set from the explosive properties settings. Each
explosive can be set to a different colour

Explosive Properties
On the explosive properties form you setup the names and SG for your
explosives along with the characteristics to draw them with.

Name
Line Style
SG
Colour
Width
Plot Pen
Plot Style

The name of the explosive
The style to draw the line with. The drop down list contains a
number of line styles. Set to none if you don not want the feature
drawn
The specific gravity value for the explosive
The colour used to draw the explosive
The width to draw the explosive in.
EzyRings will automatically select the closest pen to the colour
selected.
See section below on custom plotting styles
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Custom Plotting Styles
EzyRings automatically creates Surpac plotting entities to match the criteria
that you provide in the system settings such as line style and colour. If the
automatic drawing styles are not suitable for your purpose then you can
define your own custom plotting entity to draw the particular feature with.
This requires some knowledge of the Surpac plotting system.
To create a custom entity you can either copy one of the EzyRings entities in
the plot library and modify it or create a new definition. Make sure you use a
unique name as the EzyRings entities are regenerated each time a report is
run. The EzyRings entities are prefixed with “ER”.

For further information on plot entities consult the Surpac manual or
plotting tutorial.
Once you have defined the plot entity you need to enter it into the custom
style input for the feature on the system configuration settings form and/or
explosive settings form. Once done EzyRings will then use your custom
entity to draw the feature on your plots.
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Reports Centre
Once you have defined a report definition(s) you then use the Report Centre
to produce a DWF plot, an Excel worksheet, and/or an IREDES xml file. The
Reports Centre is invoked using the reports icon
toolbar.

on the main EzyRings

Open Database. If you have more than one ring design database use
this button to open a different database to report on
Print. Use this button to run the selected report
Report Designer. Use this button to start the report designer to
modify or create a new report
Exit. Use this button to cancel the report designer
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Generating DWF Plots
To create DWF plot files select the rings you want to plot in the database
tree view. Ensure the Create DWF plots checkbox is selected. You can
optionally specify a directory to save the DWF files into otherwise the files
will be saved into the current work directory. On completion the printer
interface form will be displayed where you have the option to preview, print,
or create PDF files from your plots.

Creating Excel Spreadsheets
To create Excel spreadsheets select the rings you want to report on in the
database tree view. Ensure the Create Excel Workbooks checkbox is
selected. You can optionally specify a directory to save the Excel files into
otherwise the files will be saved into the current work directory. The
workbooks will be automatically opened in Excel.
Note that the Excel interface requires Surpac V6.7 or later.

Generating IREDES XML Files
To create IREDES XML files select the rings you want to report on in the
database tree view. Ensure the Create IREDES data checkbox is selected.
You can optionally specify a directory to save the XML files into otherwise
the files will be saved into the current work directory.
The XML format is slightly different for Atlas Copco and Sandvik drill rigs.
Use the drop down list to select your drill rig manufacturer. For Sandvik rigs
you can also optionally include the drive outline and stope outline into the
XML file.
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Preview, Printing, and PDF generation
Once the report centre has created the plots the print/preview reports form
is displayed. All plots that have just been created are automatically selected
to either preview, print, or create PDF file(s).
The print/preview from can be invoked at any time by pressing the printer
icon
on the main EzyRings toolbar

When generating PDF files you have the option to create individual PDF files
for each DWF file selected or you can create a single multi-page PDF file of
all DWF files selected. In the latter case you must specify the name of the
multi-page PDF file to create. The PDF files are saved into the current work
directory and displayed in the default PDF viewer.
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When sending the DWF files directly to a printer you must select the printer
to print to. The drop down list will contain all available printers on your
system.
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